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wikidataజలచర పదర న లtransparent water tank for fish and aquatic speciesA tank, often made of glass, to keep live fish or other aquatic animals. A public place where live fish and other aquatic animals are exhibited. A tank, often made of glass, to keep live fish or other aquatic animals. A public place
where live fish and other aquatic animals are exhibited. A tank with transparent sides to hold fish and other aquatic animals. A public building where live fish and other aquatic animals are on display.tank to keep fishpublic place where live fish are exhibitedtenen tank or pool or bowl filled with water to keep
live fish and underwater animals Show declension of aquariumaquarium (plural aquariums or aquariums) noun tank (plural aquariums or aquariums)Automatic translation: add example It is located in a 20-acre [8 ha] quarry That has been redesigned to serve as a crocodile, botanical garden, marine
aquarium and entertainment complex.jw2019te స  ర సత  ర  న , మ  ఇంట , క, ప ర  , , జ  ఉప ం  మ  త త  ర  మన  క న  మన ల  మ  ప కల ం  మన  అంత యప  న  , రన , ష, అసహ కర ౖన,
మ న ౖన  వశ పర  న  పద ం  ల  ఉప ం   ం న .a yes, well you smell like aquarium rocks. OpenSubtitles2018.v3te [ ] మన  ఎవ  దూర  ఉ౦  . en A concentration of only 1,500 dinoflagellates per teaspoon [300 per ml] is sufficient to kill fish in aquariums.jw2019te

 మం  , ంతమం  వ , ంద  వృ .en Inside are terrariums and aquariums. WikiMatrixte  మన జనన  జ  ఆరంభ ?a Water Jet, produced by snapping close the claw with great force, is even strong enough to crush the glass side of an aquarium.jw2019te T) ధన ద en Our
fish in the aquarium also have their favorite dishes - some as tuna, while others prefer sardines.jw2019te వ  ఇలూ  భ౦ , వ౦ట ,  ఆ ప  వ  స య౦ ,   ద ౦ క   అ  చూ . Displays page 1. Found 6 sentences matching sentence aquarium.
Found in 4 ms. Translation memories are created by human, but computer aligned, which can cause errors. They come from many sources and are not controlled. Be warned. eBook Categories Earth and Atmospheric Sciences Biological, Physiological and Health Sciences Social Sciences and
Humanities Physics, Engineering and Technology Resources Chemical Sciences, Engineering and Technology Resources Aquatic Sciences, Engineering and Technology Resources Energy Sciences, Engineering and Technology Resources Environmental and Ecological Sciences, Engineering and
Technology Resources Food and Agricultural Sciences, Engineering and Technology Resources Human Resources Policy and Management Natural Resources Policy and Management Development and Economic Sciences and Infrastructure Resources Technology , Information, and Systems
Management Resources Regional Sustainable Development Reviews Biotechnology View All Books Biotechnology Related Chapters Control Systems, Robotics and Automation View All Books Control Systems, Robotics, and Automation Related Chapters Land Use, Land Use and Earth Sciences View
All Books Land Use, Land Cover and Soil Sciences Related Chapters Tropical Biology and Conservation Management Desalination and Water Resources (DESWARE) Update: Android Oreo has come to Android Wear and brought a few new features with it. You can find information about it below, along
with in-depth details about all the key Android Wear 2.0 features. Android Wear 2.0 is the biggest update to get to Google's smartwatch operating system yet, and it gives its biggest competitor, the watchOS-running Apple Watch 3, a real run for its money. The biggest improvement it has compared to
version 1.5 is the ability to run native apps without the need for a smartphone nearby. Several other features come in a close second place, like customizable watch face complications, embedded Play Store and welcome update to Google Fit. Alongside the overhaul, Google and LG released two watches
to properly show what it can do, the LG Watch Sport and LG Watch Style. But since then we have seen a large number of Android Wear 2.0 watches, such as Huawei Watch 2 and Fossil Q Venture.Additionally, the new software has made its way to many older Android Wear 2.0-compatible smartwatches,
and some watches are now getting an even newer update, bringing the software in line with Oreo.Below you will find information about how it works, all the current features, the main apps and finally, all about Android Wear watches from the past, present and future. Check out the best Android Wear
smartwatches 2017Cut to chaseWhat is it? Google's portable platformHair is it out? Update should have already hit your watchWhat will it cost? Absolutely nothing as long as you have a compatible watchAndroid Wear 2.0 has now launched and also rolled out to compatible legacy watches. It won't cost
you anything, but not all Android Wear watches will be getting the update. Here is the full list of those confirmed to be getting it. The list is extensive so there's a good chance your watch will be on it and that's good news as Android Wear 2.0 is a great update that we'll explain below. Android OreoWhile
you should now have Android Wear 2.0 on your wrist, there's a newer, smaller update that you might not have yet. It doesn't change the Android Wear version, but changes the underlying Android version from Nougat to Oreo, bringing a few new features along to the ride. This includes several vibration
options that you can choose from when you get wrist warnings, and a touch lock mode that disables the touchscreen - handy if you're using your watch in the rain and don't want water to be recorded as an interaction. The update also includes support for seven new countries/languages and should help
your watch last longer thanks to battery-saving background limits. The update is rolling out now and is already arriving on the LG Watch Sport. Other watches may have to wait for themselves. Android Wear interface and featuresAndroid Wear can share a name with standard Android, but the layout of the
interface is completely different as it is built for much smaller devices and designed with hands-free use in mind. Android Wear makes it as simple as accessing some of your phone's hand-wringing features as looking down at your wrist. And when we say simply look down, we really mean it because
Android Wear watches have always-on screens (though these can be disabled). Fully waking an Android Wear watch from its dimly lit always-on mode requires either flicking your wrist up, pressing the touchscreen, or in some cases pressing the power button. Interactions beyond that are minimal though,
as Android Wear primarily acts as a companion to amplify your phone's messages so you don't have to dig around in your pocket just to see that someone liked one of your tweets. With the update to Android Wear 2.0 it is now better than ever on this, as the interface, while still very familiar to anyone who
has tried the first generation of Android Wear, has been refined. It is based on the latest version of Material Design that leads to flatter icons and darker themes, and makes for a lot more interface - which is great as no one wants to be staring at their their minutes at the end. Notifications also look better
than they did before, and appear as a small icon that you can tap to expand, instead of instantly filling the entire screen. And they're often on a darker background than before, which can help save battery power. It's also easy to navigate. When you swipe left or right from the watch page, you can change
it as you swipe up, show your messages, and if you swipe down, quick settings appear as airplane mode and don't disturb, as well as a shortcut to the main settings, and if you press the main button, the list of apps appears. You can long tap an app to favorite it and have it appear near the top of the list,
and if you have a watch with a rotating bezel or crown this can now be used to navigate Android Wear.Much of what Android Wear pushes to see is just a copy of the messages you are used to seeing on your phone. But it also delivers some thoughtful, personal messages. Travelling to a new city? It will
automatically set you up with the weather there, as well as at home. Just as smart, Android Wear figures out which sports team you like based on your Google searches and provides real-time sports scores. It does the same for directions to addresses you've recently looked up or appointments in your
calendar. It's 34 minutes to work with light traffic on the U.S. 101-S. These just-for-you cards are one of the high points of Android Wear. It makes it feel like it's more than just a simple addition to your phone. You can also send messages and write notes from your wrist using either app and context-
specific Smart Reply, a keyboard that you swipe across to type, write, or dictate with your voice. And if you have a watch with built-in NFC, you can also make use of Android Pay directly from your wrist. Music has also been improved as you can now stream tracks from Google Play Music without having
your watch connected to your phone, as long as there's either a Wi-Fi connection or you have a watch with LTE. Android Wear customization and complicationsWe mentioned above that you can change your watch face with a swipe, and with hundreds available right now and third parties able to create
more there's plenty to choose from. For inspiration, check out our list of the best Android Wear watch faces. But that's not where the customization stops, as with Android Wear 2.0 there are also 'complications'. These are essentially small widgets that can add battery life, activity goals, calendar events or
a variety of other things to your watch's face, so you can always see them in an instant without having to swipe around the clock - or worse - taking your phone. And many faces allow you to add more complications, or to adjust the colors and layout of the face itself. You can also create multiple faces with
different designs and complications and easily between them at any time with a swipe left or right. Android Wear voice recognitionWhile swipes and other gestures are arguably the most important way you want to interact with Android Wear, you can also use voice commands. All Android Wear
smartwatches respond to the simple voice command Okay, Google, or you can get to the same place by holding down the power button. And with Android Wear 2.0, it's Google Assistant that responds. This is the new and improved version of Google's voice-controlled AI, and in many ways it's stronger
than Siri (on which the Apple Watch relies). An important advantage of assistant is that it understands context so you can ask follow-up questions. So for example, you can follow up how old is Barack Obama?, with show me a picture of him and Assistant will understand who you mean by him, allowing
for more natural communication. You can do almost as much from your watch with Google Assistant as you can from your phone, as things like looking things up on the web, pulling up a song, showing your daily steps, taking your heart rate, making a new reminder, navigating to a place or setting a timer
or alarm are all possible. It even generally does a good job of sending texts and emails. All things considered, Google Assistant is often the easiest way to get things done on your watch, and often also easier than turning to your phone. Android Wear apps, compatibility and phone-free useIf apps are what
you're after, Android Wear has plenty to choose from — and that list is constantly growing. They are typically stripped back versions of their smartphone counterparts, giving you easy access to key features and removing anything that wouldn't work well on your wrist. For example, the Spotify app lets you
skip and pause tracks that play on another device, Google Maps brings turn-by-turn navigation to your wrist, Tinder offers all the same swipey fun as the smartphone version, and Shazam can identify songs using your portable microphone. And these are just a few examples among the many, many apps
available. The selection doesn't rival Google Play on your phone, but it's decent. But while Android Wear version 1 required you to download the apps from your phone, Android Wear 2.0 lets you access a version of the Google Play Store directly from your watch. This makes it easier to add apps and
means you can have apps on your watch that aren't on your phone (and aren't forced to carry around Android Wear versions of all the apps available on your phone). These standalone apps are also faster than the old phone apps, and if you're using an iPhone, you can now download apps to your
Android Wear watch. New faces can be downloaded directly to your wrist too, which goes a long way to taking the phone out of the equation, and making the platform viable for although some features, such as Android Pay, still require a Handset. Android Wear is compatible with phones running Android
4.3 or above and with iOS 9 or above. How much you can get done while leaving your phone at home really depends on which Android Wear watch you have yourself. Grab one with LTE and GPS, and if you leave your phone at home, it becomes a realistic scenario. Check out our list of the best Android
Wear appsAndroid Wear fitnessA of the main app categories on Android Wear is fitness, and like so many other things this has been improved for Android Wear 2.0.That's largely thanks to Google Fit, which has been updated too, and now offers a wider range of workouts that you can punish yourself.
The selection ranges from basics like walking and running to the likes of treadmill running, aerobics, and stair climber. In addition to the list of activities, you can also delve into the things you want to focus on, be it time, pace or calorie burn for example. Google Fit also supports a number of complications,
so you can add widgets to your clock scales for step counts or other metrics, as well as shortcuts to favorite workouts. And even if you're not a workout devil and just want a basic fitness tracker, Google Fit and Android Wear 2.0 you've covered. You can choose from a set of three goals, namely to take
10,000 steps every day, be active for 30 minutes, or run three times a week, and if none of them are a good fit, you can customize your own. Of course, you are not limited to only Google Fit, you will also find the likes of Endomondo, Strava and Runtastic Pro available for your Android Wear smartwatch.
These do not offer the full range of features provided by their smartphone counterparts, but they track your activities and in some cases can do so without even being connected to your phone. Exactly what you can track will largely depend on which watch you own though, which while some, like the LG
Watch Sport, include a heart rate monitor, barometer and GPS, others don't. Android Wear watchesWhile Android Wear software is uniform across devices (with the exception of a few exclusive apps and watch faces), the hardware can vary quite a bit. Screens can be square or circular and smartwatch
designs range from fitness-focused to smart and classic. You can check out the latest and greatest devices on our list of the best Android Wear smartwatches, but the highlights include the LG Watch Sport, which is packed with features including GPS, a heart rate monitor and even mobile connectivity, LG
Watch Style, which analyzes features for a sumptuous finish, and The Asus ZenWatch 2, which brings you Wear Android on a budget. We've also seen more watches arrive throughout 2017, such as Fossil Q Venture, Fossil Q Explorist and Misfit Vapor.And looking ahead we're sure to get sequels to
many of these watches, plus some complete originals. Is Your Watch Getting Android Wear Update? Update? Update?
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